
BASIC EXPLANATION OF PROPERTY ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES 

Proposal A, passed by the voters in March of 1994, drastically changed the property assessment and 

taxation system. The purpose of Proposal A was to give homeowners some relief against increased taxes 
due to the rapidly rising housing market. Prior to Proposal A, taxes were calculated on Assessed Value 
while since Proposal A, taxes are calculated on Taxable Value. Before beginning an explanation of 
Proposal A' s impact, we need to defme some commonly used assessing terms. 

• Assessed Value (A V): AV is 50% of the usual selling price (market value) or true cash value of your 
property. 

• State Equalized Value (SEV): The SEV is the assessed value as finalized by the County and State 
Equalization Process. In most cases, the SEV and A V will be the same. 

• Consumer Price Index (CPI): The CPI is determined each year by the State of Michigan. Every 
municipality in the State is required to use the CPI to calculate the capped value. The CPI is not subject to 
appeal. 

• Capped Value: The capped value is a calculated value which takes last year! s taxable value minus any 
physical losses (i.e.: demolition), increased by the CPI or 5%, whichever is less, plus any physical 
additions (i.e.: new construction) 

• Taxable Value (TV): The TV is the lesser of the SEV or the Capped Value. This is what your taxes are 
based on. In most circumstances, the TV is not subject to appeal. Proposal A states that starting in 1995, 
the capped value shall be increased by the amount of the CPI or 5%, whichever is less. However, as 
established in the old law, the SEV is to be 50% of the usual market value. Consequently, the capped 
value and SEV could be totally different. This "capping" process will continue annually until the property 
is sold and/or ownership is transferred. A property is " uncapped" in the year following a transfer of 
ownership. This means that the TV for the year following a transfer is required to be the same as the 
assessed value for that year. The year after the property is uncapped, increases to the TV will once again 
be limited by the CPI or 5%, whichever is less, unless there are physical changes made to the property. 

The reality of Proposal A is that property taxes will not decrease until the A V is set lower than the TV or 
the millage rates are reduced. Even in a declining market, a TV will increase on an annual basis until it is 
equal to the AV. 

PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE EXEMPTION 
A principal residence is exempt from taxes levied by a local school district for operating purposes of 
up to 18 mills. A homeowner's principal residence is defmed as "the one place where an owner of the 
property has his or her true, fixed, and permanent home to which, whenever absent, he or she intends to 
return and that shall continue as a principal residence until another principal residence is established." 
Property owners may claim only one exemption. A husband and wife, filing income tax returns jointly, 
are generally entitled to no more than one principal residence exemption, although the law allows a 
temporary, additional exemption for up to 3 years on an unsold homestead, and allows members of the 
armed forces to retain their exemption if they rent their home while away on active duty. To be eligible 
for the homeowner's principal residence property exemption in 2014, a taxpayer must have claimed an 
exemption by filing an affidavit with the local tax collecting unit on or before June 1, 2014 for the 
immediately succeeding summer tax levy and November 1, 2014 for the immediately 
succeeding winter tax levy. Exemptions filed in prior years are valid until rescinded. 

THE LOCAL BOARD OF REVIEW 



If, for any reason, a taxpayer disagrees with the assessed value, taxable value, or taxable status of 

property, he/she may appeal to the local governmental board of review. Township boards of 
review are comprised of three, six, or nine voters who are appointed by the township board. 
Township review boards meet in the week containing the second Monday in March to hear 

protests. Boards of review also meet in July and in December to correct qualified errors in the 
roll, including adjustments for property incorrectly listed as having had a transfer of ownership 
or certain other errors regarding the taxable status of the property. These meeting dates are also 

used for disputes over claims for the homeowner's principal residence, poverty, and initial 

qualified agricultural property exemptions. Corrections may be made for the year in which the 

appeal was filed and, in some cases, for the three immediately preceeding years. The size, 
composition, appointment, and meeting times of city boards of review vary according to 
requirements of their respective charters. Places and times of their meetings should be posted in 
the local newspaper. 

THE MICHIGAN TAX TRIBUNAL 
To make an appeal at the state level, a taxpayer must have first locally appealed an assessment of 

residential or agricultural property. If not satisfied with the judgment of the board of review, a 
taxpayer may appeal the decision to the Michigan Tax Tribunal, an independent body which has 

the power to hear appeals of judgments of the local boards of review. The tribunal has seven 
members appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Michigan Senate. To appeal an 

assessment to the Michigan Tax Tribunal, an appeal must be filed on or before July 31 of the tax 

year involved for residential or agricultural property and by May 31 for other property. 
The Residential and Small Claims Division of the Michigan Tax Tribunal hears appeals of 
agricultural and homeowner's principal residence exemptions. An appeal must be filed within 35 
days after the assessor, county treasurer, or county equalization director denies a claim for 

exemption. An appeal of a claim for a poverty exemption must be filed by June 30, if the claim 

was denied at the March board of review. A claim must be filed within 30 days if the July or 
December board of review (meetings held to correct errors in the roll) denies a claim of 
exemption. There is no fee for the filing of a homeowner's principal residence property tax 
appeal. The fees for filing other property tax appeals are on a scale determined by the amount of 
SEV in contention, with a minimum of $25.00. 
www.michigan.gov/taxtrib 

POVERTY EXEMPTION 

A person may be eligible to request a poverty exemption from property taxes if they, at a 
minimum, own and occupy the property as their homestead, demonstrate evidence of ownership 
and identification, and meet poverty income standards. The local board of review makes the 
determination if the exemption should be granted or denied based on the guidelines for both 
income and asset levels adopted by the local unit of government. To be eligible for an 
exemption, a homeowner must apply to the local assessing unit after January 1 but before the day 

prior to the last day of the board of review. Poverty exemption denials may be appealed to the 
Michigan Tax Tribunal. 

DISABLED VETERANS EXEMPTION 

Beginning November 12, 2013, property owned and used as a homestead by a disabled and 
honorably discharged veteran is exempt from Michigan property taxes. This exemption is also 
available to an unremarried surviving spouse of a disabled veteran. An affidavit to qualify for 



this exemption must be filed annually with the local tax unit. A denial of this exemption may be 

appealed to the Michigan Tax Tribunal. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

• I just received a Notice of Assessment that has "This is not a bill" on it. What is it and what does 
this mean? 

Every property owner is notified of their property! s assessed value, taxable value, property classification, 
Principal Residency Exemption status, and the dates of the Board of Review on their annual Notice of 
Assessment. If you disagree with your assessment, then the BOR is the place to start. You should contact 
your local assessor for additional BOR information. 

• What is the Board of Review and what does it do? 

The Board of Review (BOR) is a panel of property owners in your jurisdiction. Their duty as members of 
the BOR is to hear property assessment appeals, property classification appeals, applications for hardship 
exemptions, and to correct any clerical errors or mutual mistakes of fact that occur after assessments are 
finalized each year. 

• I recently purchased a home. Why isn't my assessed value one-half of what I paid for 
the property? 
General Property Tax Law prohibits an assessed value from being set at one-half of a particular 
sale price. All arm's length sales of similar properties must be considered in determining assessed values. 
Arm 's length sales generally exist when the property has had proper exposure on the open market and 

involves an informed buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is 
not affected by undue stimulus or special fmancing. 

• Why can't current real estate listings be used when determining the value of my home for 
assessment purposes? 
Current real estate listings cannot be used in determining the true cash value and resulting assessed values 
of local properties. A V cannot be based on speculation as to what a home might sell for. By law, A V' s 
must be based on confirmed arm! s length sales that have taken place. 

• Are financial institution sales used in the sales study? 
Normally, sales that involve mortgage foreclosures and sales from relocation companies (Distressed 
Sales) are not considered typical sales and are not used to determine the value of property in the 
assessment process. The State Tax Commission has allowed the use of these sales but only under strict 
conditions. The assessor has to be able to contact and interview the mortgage company holding the 
original mortgage, the seller, the buyer, and the buyer! s mortgage company. The assessor must also be 

able to perform an interior inspection to determine that the structure when sold remains in the same 
condition as when it was assessed. 

• How do I calculate an approximate amount of annual property tax dollars for a property? 
You would multiply the current years TV by the total millage rate depending on Principal Residency 
status, then divide by 1000 (i.e.: TV X Millage rate I 1,000 =estimated taxes). This will give you an 
approximate annual amount of property tax. This formula does not include any administrative fees or 
special assessments that may apply to your property. Millage rates can change from year to year, as does a 
property' s TV; therefore it can be difficult to determine an exact amount until the millage rates are 
finalized shortly before the taxes are billed. You should contact your local treasurer to obtain millage rate 
infonnation for your city or township. 



• How often is my property evaluated? 

The General Property Tax Law requires all properties to be evaluated each year. This does not necessarily 
mean that a field inspection is made of each individual property each year. Assessed values are generally 
determined by mass appraisal techniques. This is done by grouping similar property types together and 

analyzing the sales activity in those groups as well as performing field inspections on a sampling of 
properties within these groups. It is important that property owners periodically review their property 
record cards, which are available from your local assessor or on-line (in most jurisdictions). 
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